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Abstract

A set of model equations of the dissipative trapped ion

instability i~> derived to confirm Saison, Wimmel and Sardei's

infijir that modification of the background trapped particle

number density may be a possible saturation mechanism. Multiple

time .scale expansion scheme is applied to the nonlinear fluid

equations of Kadomtsev and Pogutse by employing a usual ordering

v. << u) << v , where v. is the effective collision frequency of

j-th trapped particles and OJ is the frequency of the instability.

Model equations derived describe the time evolution of the

modification of the background trapped particle number density

and the amplitude of the dissipative trapped ion mode.



§1. Introduction

It is widely recognized that microinstabil.i t ies ol drift-type

waves are important for transport phenomena in toroidal plasma

confinement. These instabilities can cause anomalous transport

and have bad influences on confinement. Coefficient of the

anomalous transport is determined from a saturation level, which

is obtained by taking into account a nonlinear saturation mecha-

nism. In the present paper, we will investigate the dissipative

trapped ion instability (DTII) ' and its nonlinear saturation.

3 — 8)
Several kinds of nonlinear theories have been developed

9)
for the DTII. Recently, Saison, Wimmel and Sardei solved the

2)

nonlinear fluid equations of Kadomtsev and Poguste (K-P equations)

as an initial value problem by direct numerical integration.

Subsequently, more refined calculations with finer numerical grids

have been done by Sardei and Wimmel. Their main result is

that at the saturated state the wave spectrum becomes monochro-

matic in a sense that it consists of the components with azimuthal

mode numbers m = m_. , and m = 0. Based on the fact that the

saturated state contains a large amplitude of m = 0 component,

they inferred that modification of the equilibrium trapped

particle number density may be a possible saturation mechanism.

The purpose of this paper is to confirm the above infer and

elucidate the process to reach the saturation. We will apply a
11N

multiple time scale expansion scheme ' to the K-P equations by

employing a ordering v. •'^ .o << v . The obtained equations

of lowest meMningful order describe explicitly the time evolution

of the modification of the background trapped particle number

-i



density and the amplitude of the wave. We will also take ac-

count of finite banana-width and neoclassical diffusion as dissi-

pation mechanisms for the short wavelength modes, corresponding

to the artificial spectral cut-off introduced by Sardei and

Wimmel in their numerical calculation. If we consider a case

of stationary monochromatic wave and neglect the additional dis-

sipation mentioned above, the model equations we derived reduce

to the corresponding equations obtained by Sardei and Wimmel.

In §2, the basic equations are described. In §3, nonlinear

analysis of the basic equations and derivation of the model equa-

tions are given. In §4, summary and discussion are given.

§2. Basic Equations

The basic equations which we employ are the fluid equations
2)

of Kadomtsev and Pogutse for trapped particles, which are given

by

T

g^l + v-Vn. = - \>j(nt - iig), (j = i,e), (1)

2T THo

THere, n. is the trapped particle number density of j-th species

and <f> is the electrostatic potential of the instability. The

equilibrium number densities of trapped and untrapped particles
rn

are given by n_ = v/en. and N. = (1 - /F)nQ, respectively, where
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n is the total number density of plasma and = r/R i~ the in-

verse aspect ratio of a torus. rquntion '1 .• •• . .line '• *.tr ";q. (3)

describes the nonlinear E>B drift .notion of trav;<ed ptirl
;clef.

The right hand side describes the collisional ."• L.:.̂ 1" io" o: Lao

trapped particle number density to the equilibrium one.

We will employ a slab model with O ^ x ^ a , 0 ^ y <. b and

take the magnetic field E in the z direction. If we assume T/N.
0

= const, as Saison, Sardei and Wimmel ' did and take T. = T ,

equations (l)-(3) can be transformed into the following simple

equation for the normalized electrostatic potential <J> = et|)/T,

L$ = F. (4)

Here, a linear operator L and a nonlinear term F are defined,

respectively, by

o

L = S {772 + "lSt + a2 " a 3 (

ve

_ _ 2 r n V 0 .9* a21> 3$ 32<i>
F " 2 (3x ¥yTt " 3y

v
0 e

with ax = vi + ve, a2 = v^^ «3 = vg - v;., 6Q = /F/(l - /i") , r

= d(ln nn)/dx and v^ = /FcT/2eBr .U 0 n

In the next section, nonlinear analysis of eq.(4) is given.

§3. Nonlinear Analysis and Model Equations

First we assume a usual ordering v. << to ̂  k v. << v , appro-

priate to the DTII, where k is the wave number in the y direction.
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Then, we use the multiple time scale expansion scheme in eq.(4)

t - wt1 + (J
2t2 + •••, 0 = y<D(1) + u24>(2) + •••, (7)

by takinq ;i = "Q/V ••< 1 (where to = 2TT]V |/b) as an expansion

parameter.

From eqs.(4) and (7), we can obtain the equation in the

lowest order in \., i.e., 0 (p * ,

— 1 2

Here, the orderings k |r \/&r. ^ O(p ) and v. /v ^ O(p ) are

assumed. Then, the lowest order contribution from the nonlinear

term F in eq. (4) is in the third order in \i. The solution of

eq.(8) can be expressed as

$(1) = h(x,t_) + £rf. ( x ^ J e ^ V W ' (9)2 k
y
 k

y
 2

where w, = -k v. and £' means the summation over k except k = 0.
k y 0 y y

In eq.(9), h(x,t_), which is zero frequency component, is inter-

preted as modification of the background trapped ion number density,

since $ - n./2N. under the ordering to << v , as seen from eqs.(1)

and (2)(where n. is the perturbation of trapped ion number density).

To the order O(y ) , we have

o ^ ' v2 at2

e 1

2 rn vo
3x SySt^ 3y
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If we expand i in Fourier series with respect to y and use

eq. (9) for 'v in the right hand side of eq. (10), then we obtain

for the k = 0 component

k =0

3tn

2r
n O £•£• (k'k'S

2
(11)

while for k / 0 components

3<t> (2)

+ iu) (2) (12)

G(x,t2) =

3fk,

y y y

(13)

(14)

(2)
If the right hand side of eq.(11) is not equal to zero, $ k _Q

y
becomes infinite for t, -*• °°. Thus, we put

= - v.h - a. Z'k2 i-lf.
i 0 k y dx' k

(15)



By Laplace-transforming eq.(12) with respect to fast time scale

t, , we have <V (s) <* G(x,t_)/(s + iu-O • Since the inverse

y _2 -i -2
Laplace transformation of (s + iw, ) becomes :ij [ (s + iu, ) ]

•+ t. e;cp {-io;. t. ) , $. -• °° for t. -»• °°. Thus, we will remove this
1 K i Ky 1

time secularity by equating the coefficient of t.exp(-iiii, t ) to
J_ K 1

zero. Then, we have

_ (Y kaj)f,
t_ k y 03x k

2 8 fk"
+ a. L'Z' (k'k11^—yf, " - k'f.,»—y) . (16)

°k =k-+k" y y 3 x k
y y k y

8 x

y y y

Number density modification h(x,t_) is generated by the nonlinear

beating of unstable modes f, (x,t_) and f . (x,t_). As the insta-

y y ,2
bility grows, h(x,to) is steepened by the source term 3/3x( f. )

2 ky

and finally it becomes discontineous at the boundaries, x = 0

and x = a of the slab. This has been actually demonstrated by

Saison, Sardei and Wimmel.' However, such solutions are con-

sidered to be physically unrealistic. And they pointed out that

kinetic effects such as finite gyroradii, neoclassical diffusion,

etc., which are not included in Kadomtsev and Pogutse's fluid

equations, may result in smooth solution. In fact, they intro-

duced an artificial cut-off of large k components in the spectrum.

Here, we will take account of neoclassical diffusion, since this

is considered to be important, when gradient of h(x,t^) becomes

larger by steepening. If we include the neoclassical diffusion,

— 6



2 2
which is governed by 3h/3t2 - D _3 h/3x , eq.(15) becomes

3h = D 3fh _ h _ .,k2 3 | ,2
3t_ NC. 2 i 0, y 3x' k'
2 3x k x y

Y y

If we take into account finite banana-width corresponding to k

and k spectral cut-off introduced by Sardei and Wimmel, we

have the growth rate" ' given by

2

Yk = Vs" I1 - (kx + ky)rbi] " V

2 2 2 2
in the limit k r, ., k r. . << 1. Where r, . is the banana-widthx bi y bi bi

of trapped ions defined by r, . = qp.//c (q: the safety factor,

(.- . : ion Larmor radius) . The banana-width in the y direction is

proportinal to the radial one and slightly smaller than the

latter.; However, for the sake of simplicity, they have been

taken equal. We will rewrite k in eq.(17) as - i3/3x and use

this expression for y, in the model equation (16).

Equations (15') and (16) with eq.(17) are the model equations

which describe the nonlinear time evolution of the DTII.

§4. Summary and Discussion

With use of the orderings, ">gA' % 0(u), V./\J ^ O(IJ ),

k |r V s Q "" 0(p ) and application of the multiple time scale

expansion to the Kadomtsev and Pogutse equations gives the follow-

ing set of model equations for the DTII,

-,, ,2 9 --, o
4£ = D,,^^- - v.h - a.I'k f i f l (18)
'Jt_ N C 3 x *• k y

Y Y
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3fk

a¥p = (Yk " Voa^' fky

+ a Z'S' ( k ' k - ^ f - k-f g - ^ ) , (19)
°k =k'+k" Y y d X ky y k y d X

y y y

2

(20)

aO =

We have introduced neoclassical diffusion of trapped ions and

finite banana-width effects in the above equations. These

correspond to the spectral cut-off introduced by Sardei and

Wimmel. These equations describe explicitly the time evolution

of the modificp.tion of the background trapped ion number density,

which has been inferred as a nonlinear saturation mechanism by

Saison, Sardei and Wimmel ' from their numerical results.

Numerical studies of the model equations (18)-(20) are now

in progress.

Also, it should be noted that an assumption T/N. = const,

is used in obtaining these model equations. Without this

assumption, a nonlinear term in the form of ?i<J> /3y additionally

appears in eq.(4). LaQuey, et al. and Cohen, et al. ' have

investigated this nonlinearity in their mode coupling theory,

introducing the additional dissipation mechanisms such as Landau

damping and finite banana-width effects. In future, we will

investigate the competition process between the mode coupling



saturation and the nonlinear satnnt'o: -r,>,r.-'-̂ rad \ ;..-,o ore-

sent paper.
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